Problem: Veris electronics not receiving GPS data

NO
Insure GPS receiver is powered
and outputting NMEA strings GGA,
and either VTG or RMC at a 1hz
rate; 4800 baud, 8 data bits, no
parity, 1 stop bit

Is GPS receiver
powered and
exporting proper
strings?

YES, or I think so

Is GPS signal cable
plugged into proper port
on instrument?
(far left port, labeled
GPS) no null modem

Note: Veris electronics are programmed to not
record any sensor reading that is not georeferenced. Minimum acceptable quality is GPS,
differentially-corrected (DGPS) is preferred. Realtime kinematics (RTK) is optimal for recording
elevation data while soil mapping.

Inspect GPS signal
cable for damage

Reboot GPS and Veris
instrument—wait a few
minutes for signal to be
acquired

If GPS line does not appear, view strings in
HyperTerminal (Windows program)
Plug the GPS output into the laptop serial
input and then start the “HyperTerminal”
program under “Accessories” in Windows
Click on the icon called “hypertrm.exe” to
establish a connection
Name your connection and specify the COM
port your GPS is connected to. If unsure,
view ports in Device Manager
Specify 4800 bits per second, 8 data bits, no
parity, 1 stop bit and no flow control
Legible GPS
strings
appear

$GPRMC,151300,A,3851.0650,N,09737.2226,W,002.0,255.1,290107,005.3,E*68
$GPGGA,151300,3851.0650,N,09737.222600,W,2,04,2.1,377.5,M,-27.3,M,,*7E
$GPRMC,151301,A,3851.0650,N,09737.2225,W,002.0,255.1,290107,005.3,E*6A
$GPGGA,151301,3851.0650,N,09737.222500,W,2,04,2.1,377.5,M,-27.3,M,,*7C

Inspect strings for GGA,
and either VTG or RMC

Inspect strings for 1 hz rate—each NMEA
string should be 1 second apart; if less than
1 second, change GPS hz rate to 1 sec.

Inspect strings for 1 or higher
number
after direction letter in GGA string)
0=no GPS, 1=GPS, 2=DGPS, 3=RTK;

If these NMEA strings appear as shown above, retry Veris instrument.
If no GPS appears on instrument, call Veris Service Dept and email
Service Dept. a page of these strings

(1st

Illegible
characters
appear

Check all GPS and
HyperTerminal
settings and
connections--retry
Contact support dept
of GPS supplier.

Nothing
appears

Check all GPS and
HyperTerminal
settings and
connections--retry
Contact support dept
of GPS supplier.

